
advertising



Enlighten TV is the best way to reach cannabis
consumers with your brand’s video advertisement.



Our content is about Cannabis.
Like traditional television, Enlighten TV is more than just a constant stream of advertisements. We engage and educate consumers with 
a weekly curated 10-minute loop of content. When waiting in line or wandering around a venue, people are drawn to our engaging 
content and thereby, your advertisement.

We only allow 40% of our total 10-minute content loop to be 
advertisements to prevent ad fatigue.

Advertising

We have found that customers crave education more than anything 
else, so the majority of our content is education driven.

Education

Everyone loves being the smartest person in the room! Our trivia 
segment has been one of our most popular to date.

Trivia

We work with a variety of news sources to ensure we have relevant 
news content on the screens every week.

News

Understanding that a majority of the visitors to cannabis outlets are 
“first timers” we run a segment to help them learn the language.

Lingo

We allot 10% of our 10-minute loop for the store to utilize their 
own specials, deals and announcements.

Specials



We dominate cannabis on
a global scale.

We’re growing by 
50 locations/month
on average.

+75% of market share. United States   |   Canada   |   Jamaica   |   Puerto Rico



Enlighten TV is placed inside cannabis retail outlets, 
so your brand’s advertisement is clearly visible from 
the line or waiting area.



Network Advertising Options.

*Custom native advertising available upon request.**Custom advertisement creation available upon request.*

15 or 30 Second Video Ad Sponsor Weekly Native Content



We offer a safe messaging space for your brand.
Your brand’s message can only be seen by cannabis consumers

within the four walls of the venue.



Track how many 
people are exposed to 
your advertisement.

Target consumers while 
they are actively seeking 
cannabis.

DOOH Vistar Media Targeting TrafficWise

Fully integrated with 
Vistar, the most trusted 
DOOH platform.

Advertise to your 
consumers in their homes 
and on their phones.

Increase consumer-brand interaction.

Tech offering.

Reach consumers beyond the venue. Let our screens drive traffic to a different medium for further brand awareness. Target consumers 
beyond our locations through mobile targeting.



You are in good company.



Increase consumer-brand interaction with an activation.

A first to market mobile
dispensary experience.
• Product Placement
• Enlighten TV Network

• Media Lounge Takeover
• Exterior Activations

• Custom Social Wall
• Multiple Touch Points



Seamless integration with Direct Connect!Social Growth & Traffic.

1. TRAFFIC: Drive Sales Directly To You
Drive traffic directly to your website or online store 
by running an Instagram Story Swipe-Up campaign.

2. GROWTH: Build Your Brand Following
Increase your brand’s Instagram followers to reach 
your customers with content you want them to see. 

Our Instagram Offerings

Reach cannabis consumers by tapping into our network
of over 150+ million engaged instagram followers.




